Used Fluid and Drum Disposal

No matter which type of thermal fluid you use, you’ll have to replace it eventually. When that time comes, there are a few options for disposal or better yet, recycling.

First let’s focus on petroleum-based fluids.

Petroleum based thermal fluids can usually be mixed with other petroleum waste oils such as hydraulic fluids and lubricants. From there various programs are available to recycle or re-purpose these fluids.

There are often local options available but national companies such as Safety-Kleen or Waste Management have programs that will collect your fluid on site and take it to facilities where it’s blended with other waste oils for fuel or even re-refined back into a base-oil state for reuse in industrial or consumer products. In some cases, these companies will even pay for your waste oil.

Fluids commonly known as synthetic or chemical aromatic thermal fluids need to be handled a little differently. Often these fluids will be considered hazardous waste. Although some of these can be still be reclaimed, they do need to be segregated and dealt with according to local regulations for disposal.

Then there are miscellaneous fluid chemistries such as silicones and glycols. While not necessarily hazardous, these should generally be segregated as well and the manufacturer or a waste disposal company consulted for the best means of recycling or disposal.

Another question that often comes up after we deliver the new, replacement fluid is, “What do I do with the drums or totes?”

Typically used drums can be collected by local drum re-conditioners or recyclers, cleaned up and reused. Here are a few links for drum re-conditioners by state:

- Ohio
- North Carolina
- Pennsylvania
- South Carolina

Here’s a more general list for a variety of states.

If you have any questions on used fluid or drum disposal please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Michael Bates, Technical Director

1-800-446-4910 ext. 111